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Hey, Yo, Cool dung man a talk, yo, alright,
Ah... Yuh no wana hear, yuh hard ears, alright, cool,
what ya say?
Alright...

Bun a trouble maker cause I live di youth Jah live it up
Run a guy wey gwaan like a pick dem waan we pick it
up
Tell dem bout dem muma since a freedom come fi frig
it up
You nuh mek we dig it up, mek we hafa fling it up
Fire pon a shotta if a flame I mek him lick it up
Funny man and reaper when we hold dem we fi kick it
up
Shotta nuh fi see a likka shop a wah go stick it up
Dat yuh mek we dig it up, visit him a drik it up

See yah! Rob mi mudda's salary, fine yuh dun inna
gully
Rape nuh body boy and if yuh tink yuh bad and yuh will
see
Mek yuh reach society, petty fire and boogery
Man fi tun dem inna duppy from dem man dem a
penny
From yuh diss is energy, we nuh tek apology
A just gunshot yuh get from yuh become di enemy
If yuh deh fi fuckery, every day snuffy de guggy
Smoke coke and come molest di baby, mi sey!

Bun a trouble maker cause I live di youth Jah live it up
Run a guy wey gwaan like a pick dem waan we pick it
up
Tell dem bout dem muma since a freedom come fi frig
it up
You nuh mek we dig it up, mek we hafa fling it up
Fire pon a shotta if a flame I mek him lick it up
Funny man and reaper when we hold dem we fi kick it
up
Shotta nuh fi see a likka shop a wah go stick it up
Dat yuh mek we dig it up, visit him a drik it up
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Tell a petty thief dem nah fi come around
Mon then whey yuh lock it may mi hear a sound
Test di likka fassy trouble maker
Seh di fightin and back bitin and di tragic dem fi hold it
down
How yuh fi a rob inna yuh own a town?
Mek yuh brodda blood run inna di ground
Talk bout how yuh wicked true yuh neva have nuh
fadda
You be outta from di borda rise di lamma

Bun a trouble maker cause I live di youth Jah live it up
Run a guy wey gwaan like a pick dem waan we pick it
up
Tell dem bout dem muma since a freedom come fi frig
it up
You nuh mek we dig it up, mek we hafa fling it up
Fire pon a shotta if a flame I mek him lick it up
Funny man and reaper when we hold dem we fi kick it
up
Shotta nuh fi see a likka shop a wah go stick it up
Dat yuh mek we dig it up, visit dem a drik it up

See yah! Rob mi mudda's salary, fine yuh dun inna
gully
Rape nuh body bwoy and if yuh tink yuh bad and yuh
will see
Mek yuh reach society, petty fire and boogery
Man fi tun dem inna duppy from dem man dem a
penny
From yuh diss is energy, we nuh tek apology
A just gunshot yuh get from yuh become di enemy
If yuh deh fi fuckery, every day snuffy de guggy
Smoke coke and come molest di baby, mi sey

Bun a trouble maker cause I live di youth Jah live it up
Run a guy wey gwaan like a pick dem waan we pick it
up
Tell dem bout dem muma since a freedom come fi frig
it up
You nuh mek we dig it up, mek we hafa fling it up
Fire pon a shotta if a flame I mek him lick it up
Funny man and reaper when we hold dem we fi kick it
up
Shotta nuh fi see a likka shop a wah go stick it up
Dat yuh mek we dig it up, visit him a
... well a
Bun a trouble maker cause I live di youth Jah live it up
Run a guy wey gwaan like a pick dem waan we pick it
up
Tell dem bout dem muma since a freedom come fi frig



it up
You nuh mek we dig it up, I mek I'm a fling it up
Fire pon a shotta if a flame I mek him lick it up
Funny man and reaper when we hold dem we fi kick it
up
Shotta nuh fi see a likka shop a wah go stick it up
Dat yuh mek we dig it up, circle I'm a...
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